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Recent advances in RNA functional studies highlights the pivotal role of these molecules in cell physiology. Diverse methods have
been implemented to measure the expression levels of various RNA species, using either purified RNA or fixed cells. Despite the fact
that fixed cells offer the possibility to observe the spatial distribution of RNA, assays with capability to real-time monitoring RNA
transport into living cells are needed to further understand the role of RNA dynamics in cellular functions. Molecular beacons
(MBs) are stem-loop hairpin-structured oligonucleotides equipped with a fluorescence quencher at one end and a fluorescent
dye (also called reporter or fluorophore) at the opposite end. This structure permits that MB in the absence of their target
complementary sequence do not fluoresce. Upon binding to targets, MBs emit fluorescence, due to the spatial separation of the
quencher and the reporter. Molecular beacons are promising probes for the development of RNA imaging techniques; nevertheless
much work remains to be done in order to obtain a robust technology for imaging various RNA molecules together in real time
and in living cells. The present work concentrates on the different requirements needed to use successfully MB for cellular studies,
summarizing recent advances in this area.

1. Introduction

A wealth of experimental evidence accumulated to this date
illustrates the wide range of cellular functions conducted by
ribonucleic acids (RNAs). In many occasions these functions
involve RNA transport from one cellular compartment to
another or into the same compartment to specialized re-
gions. In order to accomplish this, RNA molecules are under
a specific and selective control via expression levels and/or
stability in a spatial-temporal manner. Different methods
developed to purify RNA [1–3] from cell populations or
tissues have provided relevant information about the relative
concentration of RNA in cells, or cellular compartments,
yet these methods provide limited information about the
spatial-temporal distribution of RNAs and their dynamic
transport.

The integral understanding of cellular process in which
RNA is involved, requires a method that reveals RNA local-
ization in real time in a subcellular context in living cells.
The information obtained from this type of assays promise

to impulse the advancement in molecular biology, medical
research, and diagnostics.

Many methods have been developed to measure RNA
expression levels between different cell populations, such as
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [4], northern blot [5],
serial analysis of the gene expression (SAGE) [6], suppression
of subtractive hybridization (SSH) [7], differential display
[8], representational difference analysis (RDA) [9], expressed
sequence tag (EST) [10], and microarrays [11]. Thus these
techniques in addition to databases containing genomic data
for a wide variety of biological entities, supply a useful
instrument for understanding physiology or pathology at
the molecular level. Nevertheless, none of the techniques
previously mentioned could provide information about the
subcellular RNA localization and its transport.

Through the use of fluorescent in situ hybridization
assays [12], scientists have identified gradients of RNA in
cells [13], embryos [14], and tissues [15, 16]. However
this technique is conducted on fixed samples and therefore
provides limited information about the dynamics of such
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gradients. Other disadvantages are the laborious and time-
consuming nature of the assay, the difficulty that involves the
analysis of the images and variations due to handling differ-
ent trials. The chemicals used for dehydration and fixation
could affect the signal level [17] and alter the integrity of or-
ganelles, hampering any conclusions about spatial changes in
organelles or compartments.

The most adequate procedure to obtain spatial-temporal
resolution of the RNA dynamics is using living cell assays.
Under these conditions, the probes to be used must have
high specificity, sensitivity, and good signal to background
ratio, especially for low abundance RNA molecules. Ideally,
the experimental procedure should be able to detect discrete
changes in RNA concentrations of the sample. Furthermore,
a robust method should provide additional information like
single nucleotide mutations, deletions, insertions, and single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Another fact to take in
consideration is the method for intracellular delivery; it
should not produce the degradation of the probe or damage
the cell. Finally, the probes utilized should have fast kinetics
of hybridization with its target at room temperature, in order
to be useful in real-time measurements.

Recent advances in DNA chemistry deliver promising
nanostructured probes known as molecular beacons (MB),
which may fulfill many (if not all) of the requirements high-
lighted above. MBs are slowly becoming powerful tools to
explore RNA function and dynamics in living cells. Com-
bined with advanced imaging techniques, MB are delivering
interesting and sometimes surprising results about RNA dy-
namics in living cells and tissues.

A recent work reviews different forms of linear and
nonlinear probes useful for cell imaging studies [18]. In this
review we will address the use of MBs for RNA imaging in
living cells, analyzing some of the key features required for
successful MB design. We will review also various delivery
methods commonly used for MB introduction into living
cells.

2. Structure and Function of Molecular Beacons

MBs are oligonucleotide probes that fluoresce upon hybridi-
zation with its targets [20]. To build a MB, an oligonucleotide
chain is linked covalently to a fluorescent dye (reporter) usu-
ally at 5′ end and to a fluorescence quencher at the opposite
end. The probes have the capability to produce a stem-loop
hairpin structural conformation in absence of its target,
due to complementary sequences from 5 to 7 nucleotides in
length, located at the termini of the molecule (Figure 1(a)).
The resulting secondary structure of the MB brings together
the reporter and the quencher, making possible the energy
transfer, which produces fluorescence quenching. When
MB hybridizes to its target, the reporter and quencher are
separated (≥10 nm), preventing the quenching of the fluo-
rescence from the reporter (Figure 1(b)).

Most MB studies have been carried out using nucleic
acids in in vitro assays. In fact, several real-time PCR strate-
gies involve the use of MB for monitoring sample amplifica-
tion [21–25]. Such strategies involve heating of the solution
to high degrees in order to maximize MB-target association.

Unfortunately, heating to high temperatures cannot be con-
ducted when studying living cells, and therefore MB design
should account for MB-target association at physiological
temperature.

We have found that a careful design of the MB stem se-
quence is essential for MB-target association at physiological
temperature ranging from 20 to 37 degrees centigrade.

In a solution of MB containing an excess of target (≥five-
fold MB concentration) it is possible to observe an increment
in fluorescence intensity between 10- and 200-fold [20] in
comparison with a solution without a target (Figure 1(c)).
When target concentration is unknown (like in the case of
nucleic acids detection in living cells) it is desirable to have
fast hybridization rates and improved signal to background
ratio, especially when the target is a nucleic acid present in
a low concentration. Some MB design strategies have been
implemented recently to address this issue.

MB shows an increased specificity in comparison to line-
ar probes having an equal number of complementary nucle-
otides with its target; this is due to competition between the
stem-loop hairpin structure and the MB-target hybridized
state [26]. This phenomenon gives the capability to the MB
to discriminate between perfectly matched and single mis-
matched targets. To reach this high specificity an appropriate
MB design is required, taking into consideration the experi-
mental conditions, such as magnesium concentration, ionic
strength, and temperature.

We have found that prior to living cell studies, it is highly
advisable to conduct hybridization and thermal denaturing
assays using a spectrofluorometer and a real-time thermal
cycler, respectably. In order to have a prediction about the
MB behavior in living cells assays it is recommended to cal-
culate the thermodynamical parameters of the hybridization
kinetics, that is, changes in enthalpy and entropy, melting
temperature, also association and dissociation constants of
a specific MB-target pair using the thermal profile obtained
from the thermal denaturing and parameters obtained from
the hybridization assays. See [26, 27] for detailed protocols.

Molecular beacons have been used successfully in a wide
variety of applications due to its high signal to background
ratio, including qPCR [21–25], SNPs detection by real-time
PCR [28–31], genotyping [32–36], mutation detection [37–
39], assaying for nucleic acid cleavage [40, 41], cancer-cell
detection [42–44], monitoring viral infection [45–47], and
RNA expression, transport, and localization in living cells
[48–51].

3. Designing Molecular Beacons

Three key factors must be considered for MB design, the effi-
ciency of the quenching, the stem-loop secondary structure
formed by the sequences at the MB termini and the C-G
content of the stem (specially relevant for assays conducted
at physiological temperatures).

3.1. Reporter and Quencher: Mechanism and Pair Election.
MB use a reporter-quencher pair to build a signal transduc-
tion system [52, 53]. The quenching that takes place when
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Figure 1: Structure and function of MB. (a) Stem-loop hairpin structure of a MB showing its four structural components: loop, stem,
quencher, and reporter. The chemical structure of the linkers is drawn according to the manufacturer (Integrated DNA Technologies, Iowa,
USA). (b) Mechanism of MB function. A MB in a solution containing both MB and target could be in three states: free in a stem-loop hairpin
conformation, hybridized with it target, or unbound in a random-coil conformation. The random-coil conformation of the MB contributes
to the background. (c) Fluorescence intensity. The blue line shows the fluorescence intensity for a MB in solution (50 nM) during 400 seconds
(background), and the red line corresponds to the addition (100 seconds) of a target oligonucleotide (500 nM) that hybridize the MB at the
loop region. An increase in fluorescent intensity of approximately thirteenfold is observed. The reporter is represented with a red circle and
the quencher with a blue. UA means arbitrary units.
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Table 1: Reporter-quencher pairs. For every one reporter is showed the peak of excitation, emission, and also the quenchers that could be
used for observing a high quenching efficiency. The excitation peak and emission peak values were obtained from reference [58].

Reporter Excitation peak (nm) Emission peak (nm) Compatible quenchers

Cy3 550 605 BHQ-2 and Dabcyl

Cy5 640 675 BHQ-3 and Dabcyl

CR-6G 505 570 Dabcyl

6-FAM 484 525 Iowa Black-FQ, BHQ-1 and Dabcyl

HEX 525 554 BHQ-1, Iowa Black-FQ and Dabcyl

TAMRA 555 605 Dabcyl

TET 490 535 BHQ-1, Iowa Black-FQ and Dabcyl

the MB is in its stem-loop structural conformation (hairpin)
occurs by two mechanisms.

The first mechanism is called dynamic quenching and in-
cludes Föster’s resonance energy transfer (FRET) and Dexter
transfer, also named electron transfer quenching. In the dy-
namic quenching mechanism, the photon from the re-
porter is not released to the environment because a long-
range dipole-dipole interaction occurs between reporter and
quencher. For the dynamic quenching mechanism, the trans-
fer efficiency of the energy depends on the spectral overlap
between the emission spectrum of the reporter and the
absorption spectrum of the quencher [54], the quantum
yield of the donor, the relative orientation (also referred to as
dipolar moment), and the distance between the two groups
[55]. For a 50% of FRET efficiency, a distance in the range
of 20–70 Å (Föster’s distance) is needed between the reporter
and quencher, losing all the quenching efficiency at a distance
≥100 Å (10 nm).

The second mechanism called static quenching [56], re-
quires the formation of ground-state complexes and the
mechanism depends on the stem sequence, the linkers, and
reporter-quencher pair used in the MB. The most important
contributor in the quenching phenomenon is the static or
contact quenching; the name describes the nature of the
process, which occurs only when reporter and quencher are
in close proximity, permitting the physical contact between
them. Under these circumstances most of the energy trans-
ferred is not emitted as light, but emitted in the form of heat
through a nonirradiative process [57]. This phenomenon
occurs for all the nonfluorescent quenchers and determines
basal fluorescence value in the absence of target and the
signal-to-noise ratio of the MB. The most frequently used
nonfluorescent quenchers in MB synthesis are Dabcyl (4-
([4′-(dimethylamino)phenyl]azo)benzoic acid), Black-Hole
quenchers BHQ1 and BHQ2, and Iowa Black FQ and RQ.
Typical static quenching efficiency for these quenchers is in
the range of 85–97% [54, 57]. These quenchers could be
paired with various reporters (Table 1). Dabcyl is practically
a universal quencher for near-infrared reporters although its
absorption peak is around 475 nm. Worth mentioning, this
quencher is the least expensive of all.

Most recently, it has been reported that guanine bases can
be utilized as quenchers in MB design (a method known as

G-quenched MB) [59, 60]. Guanine bases work as quenchers
when present at the opposite end of the reporter. The guanine
bases could be placed as overhang or not. MBs without
overhanged guanines show only a 15% increment in fluo-
rescence intensity moving from the unbound state (in the
absence of target) to the target-hybridized form [61], but
when using two overhanged guanines a 2-fold is observed
[62]. Guanine bases function as quenchers for a variety
of reporters, including pyrene, coumarin, acridone, and 6-
FAM. Using guanine bases as quenchers improves the yield of
MB obtained during the synthesis and reduces significantly
its cost. G-quenched MBs have not been used for RNA
imaging in live-cell assays, it is a field waiting to be explored.
The structure and function of G-quenched MB and other
quencher-free probes are widely discussed in reference [63].

3.2. Thermodynamics and Design. The MB-target hybridiza-
tion is due to Watson-Crick basepairing. Experimental ev-
idence (thermal denaturing assays) and binary models that
simplify the real behavior of the phenomenon considering
only the beginning of the hybridization kinetics and the end
(steady-state), support the fact that for a given MB-perfect-
matched target pair the melting temperature is 13 ± 3◦C
higher than for the corresponding single-mismatched target
[26, 27, 57]. The capability of a probe to discriminate perfect
a perfect matched and single mismatched target is known as
selectivity potential, and its magnitude is determined by the
difference of the temperatures at the transition phases [64].

Linear probes have just two possible states, one free or
unbound and the other bound to a target. Whereas MBs
have three possible states, free with stem-loop conformation,
free as a random coil and bound to its target (Figure 1(b)).
In terms of free energy a MB is most stable in stem-loop
conformation (hairpin) than in random coil state; therefore,
such transitions most be brief. These suggest that when
the temperature increases and the dissociation between the
target and the MB occurs, the MB will acquire the stem loop
conformation preferentially over the random coil state [65–
67]. The previously described phenomenon explains the high
signal to background ratio observed with MBs. This suggest
also that a more stable stem (due to higher C-G content
or stem length) will produce a higher signal to background
ratio. MBs with more stable stems would show enhanced
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selectivity because the MB will hybridize only when the
interactions MB-targets are strong enough to overcome the
stem stability. However, a word of caution, MBs with more
stable stems may not hybridize to its target at a physiological
temperature, preventing its use for cellular studies. Thus a
delicate balance between hairpin stability (stem design) and
MB-target selectivity must be reached for successful use of
MBs in living cell assays.

3.3. Balance between Selectivity and Hybridization Rate.
Clearly the greater advantage of MB over linear probes is
its enhanced selectivity, which result from the hairpin stem-
loop structure attained by the MB in the nonhybridized state
(not associated to its target). The stability of the hairpin con-
formation is ensured by building more stable stems (either
increasing its C-G content or the stem length). Unfortunate-
ly, increasing stem strength decreases also the hybridization
rate. For a given MB the rates of hybridization decrease be-
tween one and two orders of magnitude when the stem
length is increased from two to four nucleotides [27]. Shorter
stems produce less stable hairpin structures, and in conse-
quence reduce the signal background ratio and the selectivity
of the MB-target interaction. For an optimal stem design, it
is necessary to determine the balance between selectivity and
hybridization rate for a given assay [26, 27, 68]. A typical
MB has a stem of 5–7 nucleotides and a loop of 15–25
nucleotides in length (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)) and hybridize
its target using only the loop region (Figure 2(b)). In order
to accelerate the hybridization rate for MBs with more stable
stems, one can increase the loop length, therefore augment-
ing the region of the MB that hybridize to the target. Another
possibility, which prevents increasing the length of the loop,
but ensures faster hybridization rates, is to include the stem
sequence as part of the complementary region that will
hybridize to the target. The MB could hybridize the target
using one arm of the stem totally (Figure 2(c) for the 3′ arm
or Figure 2(d) for the 5′ arm) or partially, or using partially
both arms of the stem (Figure 2(e)). MBs using totally one
arm of the stem to hybridize the target are known as shared
stem (Figures 2(c) or 2(d)) [57]. For a given target sequence
one shared-stem MB offers a high hybridization rate in com-
parison with a MB with equal number of complementary
nucleotides, using only the loop as hybridization region, this
is due to the complementary-nucleotides/MB-length ratio

Hybridization rate ∝ complementary nucleotides
MB-length

. (1)

For living cells assays the MB have to discriminate among
perfect matched and single mismatched targets at 37◦C, it
means that the melting temperature of the MB-single-mis-
matched target pair have to be less than 37◦C, while the
melting temperature of the MB-perfect-matched target pair
must be above 37◦C [69]. This requirement could be covered
during the design of the stem stability, loop length, and/or
regions that will participate in the hybridization. If the MB
is designed with too high MB-target melting temperatures, it
will be impossible to differentiate between the perfect com-
plementary and the single mismatch targets. On the other

(a)

5′3′

(b)

5′3′

(c)

5′3′

(d)

5′3′

(e)

Figure 2: Different positions for MB-target hybridization. The loop
region is illustrated in green and the stem in purple for all panels,
target is brown and the bonds MB target are black ((b), (c), (d)
y (e)). (a) MB with a stem of five nucleotides in the stem-loop
hairpin conformation. (b) MB with a stem of five nucleotides and
twenty two nucleotides in the loop, target hybridization occurs
only at loop region. (c) MB with a stem of five nucleotides and a
stem of seventeen nucleotides, using the loop and all the 3′ arm to
hybridize the target (3′ shared stem MB). (d) MB with a stem of
five nucleotides and a loop of seventeen nucleotides, using the loop
and completely the 5′ arm to hybridize its target (5′ shared stem
MB). (e) MB with a stem of five nucleotides and loop of eighteen
nucleotides using partially both arms to hybridize its target (two
nucleotides of every arm). Notice that a target that makes possible
the design of a MB that hybridizes it using completely both arms
could have a strong secondary structure that makes impossible the
MB-target hybridization.
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hand, if the MB-target melting temperatures were reduced
too much, just a little fraction of the perfectly complemen-
tary target would be bound to the MB at physiological tem-
peratures.

4. Chemistry Approaches for High Performance
Molecular Beacons

When a MB will be used for RNA imaging in living cells,
it must have minimal requirements in terms of sensitivity
and selectivity, to prevent false-positive signals derived from
nonspecific interactions, like protein binding and/or nucle-
ase digestion. One could imagine that if the MB were digested
by a nuclease, then the separation of the quencher and the
reporter would necessarily result in fluorescence signal,
which would not reflect MB-target interactions. Similarly, if
protein binding diminishes quencher efficiency, fluorescence
increments will not reflect the expected MB-target associa-
tion.

4.1. MB with Chemically Enhanced Sensitivity. Some RNA
species have a very low number of copies in living cells (e.g.,
microRNAs), which represent a big challenge for detection
using MB. In such case, it is necessary to build MB with en-
hanced sensitivity and increased signal to background ratio.
Increasing the efficiency of the quenching or increasing the
fluorescence intensity emitted by the reporter after target
hybridization could accomplish this. Most of the recent strat-
egies are focused on increasing the fluorescence intensity of
the reporter.

A typical quenching efficiency by contact or static
quenching is in the range of 85–97% [70], depending on
the factors previously discussed. Increasing the quenching
efficiency would necessarily result in increased signal to back-
ground ratios. The increment in the dynamic range increases
the difference of the fluorescence emitted by a population of
MB-perfect-matched target hybrids in comparison with an
equivalent population of MB-single-mismatched targets.

Recently developed MB synthesis strategies to increase
the quenching efficiency consist in adding several quencher
molecules in tandem (the so-called superquenching). Recent
MBs have been synthesized using a FAM reporter and two
or three Dabcyl molecules as quenchers (Figure 3) at the 5′

end [19]. This strategy results in an increment in quenching
efficiency from 92.9% for one Dabcyl to 98.75% for two
Dabcyl and 99.7% for three Dabcyl quenchers. Also the signal
enhancement increases from 14 (one Dabcyl) to 80 (two
Dabcyl) and 320 units (three Dabcyl molecules), increasing
significantly the chances of detecting very low quantities of
target [19]. Another interesting observation resulting from
the use of three Dabcyl in tandem is that the increase in the
hydrophobic interactions that occurs between the reporter
and quenchers cause that the melting temperature of the MB
stem increases in 4◦C in comparison with stems having a sin-
gle Dabcyl quencher. In theory, the higher melting tempera-
ture could enhance the capability of the MB to discriminate
between perfect matched and single mismatched targets.

Since fluorescence quenching is based on static and dy-
namic quenching mechanisms and the efficiency of both

depends on molecular distances and spatial orientation
(dipole moment), having multiple quenchers in tandem may
facilitate that one or more of them attain the correct spatial
position in respect to the reporter, thus explaining the high
efficiency of the super-quenching phenomenon.

Some polymeric fluorescent dyes could be employed to
increase the fluorescence intensity and also the sensitivity
of MB. Poly(phenylene ethynylene) (PPE) [71] is a water
soluble polyelectrolyte with a high quantum yield [72]. Using
a novel polymerization reaction it is possible to couple PPE
directly to oligonucleotides. PPE have the highest fluorescent
intensity compared to common fluorescent dyes used in MB
synthesis. PPE has a fluorescent intensity around 20-fold
higher than Cy3 and more than 6-fold in comparison with
Alexa Fluor 488 (the fluorescent dye with highest fluores-
cence intensity currently used for MB building). In addition
the fluorescence intensity of a single PPE chain is about 75%
of the brightness intensity obtained with a quantum dot.
The Dabcyl quencher shows good quenching performance
with PPE. Nevertheless, super-quenching with Dabcyl could
increase the performance of a PPE-based MB and enhance
the signal to a level that may facilitate the identification of
low abundance RNA molecules in living cells.

4.2. Nuclease Resistant MB. Cells use nucleases for nucleic
acid catabolism and reuse the nucleotides for nucleic acid
synthesis. Nucleases are used for cellular defense against
foreign nucleic acids and for degradation of damaged DNA.
Unfortunately for the researcher, nucleases also depredate
MB [73, 74], which constitutes a problem for RNA imaging
in living cells using these probes. Recent experiments show
that living cells exhibit increments in fluorescence intensity
after 45 minutes of MB delivery, even in the absence of a tar-
get [75]. Data indicate that this fluorescence increment is due
to MB nuclease-mediated degradation. To produce nuclease
resistant MB with improved stability at the cytoplasm, mod-
ified nucleotides have been incorporated in MB synthesis.
These modified nucleotides include 2′-O-methylated [76–
78], phosphorothioate derivatives [79, 80], peptide nucleic
acids (PNA) [81, 82], and locked nucleic acids (LNA) [83].
2′-O-methylated MBs offer good nuclease resistance and
also resist RNase activity [76]; the main disadvantage for its
use is the high background due to nonspecific interactions
with proteins [84–86], another common problem is probe
accumulation at the nucleus [87] and mitochondria [88].
In order to avoid the nuclear accumulation a quantum dot
(QD) has been recently linked to the 2′-O-methylated MB
[89], the linker is a biotin-dT group at the 3′ stem. The
slow accumulation of the 2′-O-methylated MB at the mi-
tochondria is reported only when using cyanine labeled
MBs. PNA-based MBs have good affinity for both DNA
and RNA targets in conjunction with high resistance to
nuclease degradation. However, their reduced solubility and
occasional aggregation limits its use for in vivo localization
studies. LNA have a bicyclic furanose unit locked in an
RNA-mimicking sugar conformation. LNA-based MBs show
higher affinity for its target than DNA-based MBs; also
the hybridization rate is slower in comparison. The use of
chimeric DNA-LNA MBs results in nuclease resistant probes,
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Figure 3: Structures of the superquenched MB. MB with one (1Q), two (2Q), and three (3Q) Dabcyl quenchers. The structures are
represented in their oxidized state. The linker structures, the reporter linked to the 3′ end and the quencher or quenchers attached at the 5′

terminus correspond to [19].

with very high selectivity. It is important to take in consid-
eration the LNA/DNA ratio of the chimeric probes, and if
LNA bases will be part of the stem or not. By lowering the
DNA/LNA ratio the hybridization rate is increased but also
the nuclease degradation [83]. If the LNA bases are located
at the stem, MB stability increases significantly, improving
the selectivity. A shared-stem design with a four basepair
stem and alternating DNA/LNA bases (ratio 1 : 1) has been
recently suggested for living cell applications [90]. With this
design a reasonable hybridization rate is obtained in addition
to lower unspecific protein interactions and high nuclease
resistance.

A novel strategy to avoid the possibility of the stem inter-
actions with other nucleic acids or MB-MB between sticky
ends consists in the use of L-DNA (specular isomer for the
D-DNA) in the stem region [91]. D-DNA cannot interact
with L-DNA and form left handed double helix. This design
increases stem stability and MB selectivity.

5. Methods for MB Delivery into Cells

The efficient delivery of the MB into living cells is not an easy
task. The method used must be efficient in terms that suffi-
cient probe must be introduced in order to detect even low
abundance RNA. Many delivery methods have been explored
for MB introduction including microinjection, reversible cell
membrane permeabilization, electroporation, MB linked to
cell-penetrating peptides, and bioballistics. Needless to say
that there is not a single method that can be used in all
experimental conditions, therefore method selection is also
based on the sample utilized.

Many transfection agents produce punctuate fluorescent
patterns due to the passage of the MB by the endocytic path-
way. Experimental evidence shows that linear fluorescently
labeled probes enter in the endosomal/lysosomal pathway
with the concomitant nuclease-mediated degradation. Re-
duced amounts of the probe may escape from the endocytic
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pathway (0.01–10%) after several hours. For these reasons
a delivery method in which the MB could enter the cell
cytoplasm evading the endosomal pathway is highly desirable
(e.g., microinjection, permeabilization of cell membranes by
toxins, MB linked to cell penetration peptides, electropora-
tion, or bioballistics).

5.1. Microinjection. The microinjection [42, 92] is in fact
the most invasive method for MB delivery into living cells,
which may result in cell damage and/or cell death. In the
case where cells do not die, the injection could interfere
with normal cellular functions and also produce altered or
not reproducible results. An other disadvantage is the low
number of cells that could be injected, given the fact that one
must inject cell by cell. The major advantage is that low MB
volumes are used reducing the cost of MB delivery. When
using this method it is important to include a nonfluorescent
dye (ink) in the solution, to ensure that the small volume
enters the cell. Ink selection is also relevant to reduce side
effects. Perhaps the main constrain for using this method
is that a specialized injection system must be used in order
to deliver a few nanoliters (nL) into the cell. Typically
mammalian cells cannot be injected with volumes larger than
5 nL without compromising cell viability.

5.2. Toxin-Mediated Cell Membrane Permeabilization. A
nonendocytic delivery method is the reversible membrane
permeabilization mediated by toxins. Streptolysin O (SLO)
is a bacterial toxin produced by streptococci hemolytic strain
(Streptococcus pyogenes) having the ability to form pores on
the cell membrane [93–95]. SLO binds as a monomer to
cholesterol located on the cell plasma membrane, later SLO
oligomerizes into a ring structure, producing a transient pore
with a diameter in the range of 25–30 nm. The pore allows
the entrance of macromolecules like the MB. The SLO cell
membrane permeabilization method must be conducted in
serum-free conditions; after membrane permeabilization the
addition of the culture media containing serum inactivates
the toxin [93, 96]. Since cholesterol composition is not a
constant among cell types, the permeabilization process have
to be optimized for every cell type, testing the MB entrance
efficiency under different conditions of temperature, SLO
concentration, cell number, and incubation time. We have
found the use of combined MB-target solutions extremely
useful for such testing to visualize the increment of cytosolic
fluorescence as the MB-target enter the cell via the SLO pore.

5.3. MB Linked to Cell-Penetrating Peptides. There are several
naturally occurring peptides with the capacity to penetrate
cellular membranes (CPP: cell-penetrating peptides) [97–
99]. One of the most widely used is, for instance, the transac-
tivating transcriptional activator (Tat) from human immun-
odeficiency virus (HIV-1). Another peptide is a fragment
of the Drosophila antennapedia homeodomain (RQIKI-
WFQNRRMKWKK) and the peptide VP22 from the tegu-
ment of the herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1). In general,
CPPs are short peptides rich in basic amino acids presenting
an amphipathic arrange. CPPs penetrate across the cellular

membranes without toxic effects and with very high effi-
ciency (near to 100% of cells exposed are affected). The
mechanism underlying CPP internalization prevents mem-
brane destabilization, loss of cellular integrity and appears
to be independent from the endocytic pathway (therefore
reducing MB degradation by nuclease attack). Currently the
most widely used CPP is the HIV-1 Tat peptide, and also the
best studied due to its small size and high delivery efficiency.

CPPs deliver a wide variety of cargo molecules in culture
cells or tissues [100, 101]. A major advantage of CPPs is that
they do not interfere with specificity or sensitivity of MBs.

Recently CCP and NLS peptides (peptides with nuclear
localization sequences) were conjugated to MB by different
linkers (being the most common the carbon saturated chains
(Figures 5(b), 5(b′) and 5(c)). The maleimide-thiol system is
a very useful tool to conjugate MB with peptides. Maleimide
reacts with moieties having thiol groups (Figure 4(a)), like
cysteine or free thiol groups. The first option is to have a
sulfhydryl in the terminus of the MB linker to react with
maleimide at the terminus of the peptide (Figure 4(b)). The
second option is the opposite, in that the MB linker has the
maleimide and the peptide has the thiol group (Figure 4(b′)).
A third option consists in having two sulfhydryl groups, one
at the terminus of the MB linker and another at the termi-
nus of the peptide (Figure 4(c)) forming a disulphide bond.
This last option is the most versatile, because it facilitates
the separation of the MB and the peptide using a reducing
environment. Using CCPs as tools made possible imaging
mRNAs like GAPDH recently [102]. Another interesting
strategy involves the linking of the MB to peptides with nu-
clear localization signals (NLSs), in conjunction with SLO fa-
cilitates reaching nuclear targets like U1, U2, or U3 [103]
(Figure 4(d)).

5.4. Electroporation. Electroporation methods have been
used for delivering MBs into the cytoplasm of living cells,
because electroporation avoid the endosomal pathway and
in consequence reduces MB degradation. In the past, elec-
troporation was associated with low cellular viability, but
recent advances in this technology have led to a reduction
in the events associated with cell damage or stress, including
heat generation, metal ion dissolution, pH variations, or
free radicals generation. Recently a novel electroporation
method called microporation shows that a short time after
the electroporation process occurs, a uniform distribution
of the probe is observed at the cytoplasm [104]. Using this
novel method high delivery efficiencies superior to 90% and
cell viability near to 86% are observed [104]. With microp-
oration (or any electroporation method) cells must be in
suspension during the delivery procedure, therefore a time
is required for cell to adhere before imaging studies can be
conducted. This waiting period prevents the observation of
early events of RNA mobilization or transport, a limitation
to be taken into account during experiment planning.

5.5. Bioballistics. In the bioballistics technique, heavy metal
particles are coated with molecules (e.g., MB) and propelled
into the cells via a gas gun. The first application of this
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the other like a acceptor dye (green circle). With this strategy the sequence to be recognized increases its length and thus the specificity of the
assay (observe that one MB needs to have the reporter at the 3′ end and the quencher at the 5′ end, in a not conventional attachment). After
the MB design and synthesis the probe could be delivered using microinjection; in conjunction with other MB or fluorescent dyes could
be used to measure RNA distribution at subcellular level. For example it is possible to use a specific fluorescent dye for the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) and also a MB designed to hybridize a given sequence of the ribosome. If a particular mRNA (based on the fluorescence of
the MB) colocalizes with the ER dye and ribosome dye it means that this mRNA is translated in ribosomes at ER (b) or if the mRNA signal
colocalizes only with the ribosome dye means that the mRNA translation occurs at free ribosomes (c); also it is possible that the mRNA
translation takes place at both free and ER associated ribosomes. These are only some examples of the power of using MB in combination
with other compartment or structure-specific dyes.

technique was in 1987 on plant cells [105]. In 1990 the
technique was used for the first time for nucleic acids delivery
into mammalian cells [106]. The biobullets usually are made
with biocompatible metals, for example, gold or tungsten,
having diameters from 1 to 5 micrometers [107]. Bullets
must be coated with nucleic acids of interest prior to loading
into the gun. The particles are propelled by the discharge of
a gas into the gun chamber at very high pressure, usually
helium [108] or water vapor [106]. The particles enter into
the cytoplasm independently of the endosomal pathway, thus
avoiding degradation [109]. A disadvantage of this method
is that the cell membrane could present alterations that may
induce cell stress. Bio-ballistic techniques are less invasive
than microinjection and membrane alterations associated
with the shot are usually short lasting. Perhaps the major
disadvantage for bioballistics is that there is no control over
the amount of MB delivery into the cell. Also the amount
of MB entering each cell is variable. This method is most
suited for cell population studies, but may hamper the
interpretation of single cell imaging studies.

6. Real-Time Monitoring of RNA in
Living Cells Using MB

6.1. mRNA Imaging in Living Cells Using MB. MBs have been
only recently used for monitoring mRNA in living cells. MBs
are particularly suited for mRNA studies because these RNA
molecules are usually in high abundance, or at least higher
than noncoding RNAs, for instance. For a successful MB
design one needs to take into consideration all the factors
involved in mRNA recognition by MB. Perhaps the most
complicated issue is the selection of an appropriate target
region in the mRNA sequence. One must first analyze the
predicted secondary and tertiary structures in the mRNA tar-
get in an attempt to identify those regions showing minimum
structure [68, 110]. In general, heavy secondary structure
hampers MB binding to the target at room temperature, or
results in very slow association kinetics. One should always
consider that the determination of the target secondary
structure is based on in silico predictions, which may or may
not reflect the real structure of that region selected in vivo.
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Another relevant consideration is to ensure that the region
selected is not present in other nucleic acid in the cell. This
can be partially accomplished using alignment tools like Blast
[111], using the MB sequence as input. To ensure that the
MB hybridizes with the expected target, a clever strategy has
been recently implemented. In this strategy, the use of two
shared stem MBs (one 3′ shared stem and the other 5′ shared
stem) in adjacent positions is required (Figure 5(a)), both
MBs are designed as FRET pair reporters to eliminate the
possibility that false positives detection occurs [112, 113].
Shared stem design reduces the degree of freedom in the
movements of both components of the FRET pair, enhancing
FRET efficiency. Using two MBs reduces significantly the
possibility of false positives, since having adjacent sequences
in a given RNA that is recognized by two independent MBs
is equivalent to recognizing a larger sequence (the sum of the
MB-target complementary nucleotides in every MB).

Another promising application for MB research involves
its use in conjunction with fluorescent dyes for specific or-
ganelles or subcellular structures. For example an assay de-
signed to identify if a given mRNA is translated at ribosomes
associated with endoplasmic reticulum (ER) or in free ribos-
omes could be developed, using a selective fluorescent dye
for the ER and a MB designed to hybridize with the riboso-
mes and a second MB designed to detect the mRNA. With
these elements it is possible to observe the colocalization
of the mRNA within the ER and ribosomes simultaneously
(Figure 5(b)) or visualize the colocalization of the mRNA
with ribosomes only (no ER labeling) if the translation oc-
curs at free ribosomes (Figure 5(c)).

6.2. Monitoring Gene Expression in Living Cells. The first
assays where MB were involved focused only in detecting
synthetic targets in in vitro studies, but in 2003 Bratu et al.
demonstrated that a MB constitutes a powerful tool for RNA
imaging and could be used for visualizing the distribution
and transport of mRNA in living cells [48]. To reduce the
background noise and ensure that the MB hybridizes its tar-
get, two MBs that recognize adjacent positions at the target
were designed. The binding of both MBs resulted in FRET
signal (energy transfer from one MB to the adjacent MB),
indicating that both MBs were bound to adjacent regions in
the target [112, 113]. The robustness of this method allows
not only the identification of the mRNA target localization in
the cell, but also opens the possibility to follow the transport
of the mRNA through the cell in real time. Diffusion coeffi-
cients of the mRNA can be accurately measured combining
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). In addi-
tion Santangelo et al. were beyond and analyzed the distribu-
tion and transport of the mRNA with respect in organelles
from human fibroblasts. For this study MBs were used in
combination with fluorescent stains of mitochondria, using
spectral resolution Santangelo et al. demonstrated that both
mRNA for glyceraldehydes 3-phospahate dehydrogenase and
K-ras were specially enriched within the mitochondria [112].
Recently Wang et al. described a method to determine the
expression levels of a specific RNA using MBs [114]. They
use a system with two MBs and a reference probe as an

internal standard for ratiometric analysis. The reference
probe was used to avoid the variations due to different MB
concentrations in the cell. One MB was used to detect the
desired mRNA whereas the other MB was used to hybridize a
house keeping mRNA, serving as reference. Three different
cell types were used to compare expression levels of the
mRNA of interest with excellent results.

Even though several methods for the study of unique
mRNA molecules have been implemented, monitoring mul-
tiple RNA molecules in the same cell remains a technical
challenge. The ratiometric analysis offers a good approach
for the quantification of gene expression [115], enabling a
more accurate estimation of mRNA levels. Even though in
this particular study two different MBs were used, one can
envision an extension of this method to study several RNA
molecules simultaneously using spectrally different fluores-
cent reporters for each MB.

6.3. Monitoring Viral Genomic RNA Replication in Living
Cells. RNA viruses have a genome composed by RNA with
structural differences, which allow their classification into
groups. Three groups of RNA viruses have been described,
group III with a segmented double-stranded RNA genome,
group IV with positive-sense single-stranded RNA genome,
and group V with a negative-sense single-stranded genome.
Methods for live-cell imaging of viral genomic RNA repli-
cation using MBs are currently available. Recently a method
was implemented to monitor virus replication in living cells
with the B6 coxsackievirus [116]. Virus replication was mon-
itored using 2′-O-methylated RNA-MB. MB was introduced
in the cells using a thiol-maleimide bridge linked to the Tat
peptide. The MB was directed to a sequence of 18 basepairs
located in the 5′ noncoding region of the viral genome.
Coxsackieviruses belong to a Picornaviridae family having a
positive-sense single-stranded genome. In a different report,
researchers monitored genomic RNA replication of the
bovine respiratory syncytial virus (bRSV) [46] using a MB
directed to tandem-repeated consensus-sequences at inter-
genic regions, in order to amplify the signal. Detection of
viral genomic RNA in living cells is a promising application
because it facilitates the detection of viruses without the
need for RNA purification, cDNA synthesis steps and/or
amplification procedures, and also open the possibility of
obtaining spatial-temporal information contributing to the
understanding of viral replication, delivery, or propagation
mechanisms. These contributions could facilitate the devel-
opment of drugs for viral infection treatment or rapid di-
agnostics techniques. Undoubtedly, MBs will impulse viral
research by facilitating the study of genome replication and
transport in living cells, something difficult to envision
before the MB era.

7. Conclusion

We have discussed in this paper important advances in the
design, synthesis, and use of MBs since its introduction
by Tyagi and Kramer in 1996. We have highlighted rele-
vant issues involved in sequence selection, loop, and stem
considerations needed for a successful MB design. We
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have mentioned also new developments in MB synthesis
using modified nucleic acids highlighting its advantages and
limitations. Finally, we have gathered recent studies where
MBs have been used in rather clever experiments directed to
the study of RNA localization and dynamics in living cells.

The development of novel fluorescent indicators with
greater dynamic range in combination with robust quench-
ers, in the next generation of MBs, will provide exceptional
tools for RNA studies in living cells and tissues. The com-
bination of such tools with powerful imaging techniques,
such as FRAP, FLIM, TIRFM, and multiphoton confocal mi-
croscopy promises the possibility to conduct such studies in
living organisms.

Finally, a poorly explored area in MB research is the use
of these tools in diagnostics. One can easily envision method-
ologies capable of identifying replicating viruses in human
samples, using MB in combination with fluorescent assays
without the need of time consuming more elaborated tech-
niques such as qPCR.
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